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Abstract:  A machine learning-based Support vector machine (SVM) and Extended Local Binary Patterns (ELBP) 

methods have been used for the classification of satellite images among a set of 24 different classes. This work does not 

only classify the satellite image class this work is also capable of classifying 24 different class however to identify the 

features of those other classes like the human face, football, dog, etc. is also simple because these other classes have 

some exclusive features which can be simply to differentiate hence easy classification. In the case of the satellite image, 

the major issue is that different satellite images may have different features that make satellite image classification hard. 

Another issue is that safelight images are normally noise corrupted. The noise patterns of the wireless image are 

estimated using SVM Classifier, and with those estimated noise patterns removed by SVM algorithm of signal 

classification. This work first performs segmentation on the input test image to be classified then finds out the local 

binary patterns using the proposed ELBP method. The Extended LBP is needed because to differentiate the patterns of 

different satellite images and different other class images cannot be estimated with LBP only. Once extended features 

obtained SVM classifies the class of the test image. The method used in this work is ELBP-SVM and the Satellite image 

correct recognition obtain is 94%. The experimental results obtained on MATLAB 2018b and the results found are 

better than other available work t. classify satellite images.  
 

Index Terms - Extended Local Binary Patterns, LDA, PSNR, AWGN, PCA, Human Visual System, Support 

vector machine. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The vital role of remote sensing in contemporary information gathering, particularly for land-cover classification and agricultural 

environment monitoring. Traditional classification methods often prove inadequate for analyzing satellite imagery due to 

oversimplified assumptions and challenges like sensor discrepancies and atmospheric effects, leading to inaccurate interpretations. 

By integrating data from multiple sensors, such as different imaging sources, scene interpretation and classification accuracy can be 

significantly enhanced. The study explores prominent data fusion techniques—probability, possibility, and evidence methods—

aimed at managing imperfections like uncertainty and incompleteness in satellite imagery. Furthermore, it highlights advancements 

in image fusion methodologies, including intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) transformation and principal component analysis (PCA), to 

optimize image quality for human perception and automated classification tasks. Various levels of image fusion are discussed, from 

pixel to decision fusion, tailored to specific application needs. The study also emphasizes the importance of change detection using 

remote sensing data for identifying trends and alterations over time, contributing to the ongoing discourse on effective image analysis 

methodologies in remote sensing applications. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

Remote Sensing and Classification Techniques 

Previous research in remote sensing has focused on leveraging satellite imagery for land-cover classification and 

environmental monitoring. Traditional classification methods often face challenges due to simplistic assumptions in 

algorithms, leading to inaccuracies in image analysis. To address these limitations, researchers have explored data fusion 

techniques to combine information from multiple sensors, enhancing classification accuracy and mitigating issues 

arising from sensor variability and atmospheric effects. 

Data Fusion Methods 

Several data fusion methods have been proposed to handle imperfections in satellite imagery, such as uncertainty, 

imprecision, and incompleteness. These include probability, possibility, and evidence methods, which aim to integrate 

data from diverse sources while managing uncertainties arising from unreliable sensors or environmental conditions. 

Image Fusion Techniques 

Image fusion is crucial for integrating data from diverse spatial and spectral resolutions to enhance feature extraction 

and classification in remote sensing applications. Notable methods include the intensity-hue-saturation transformation 

(IHS) and principal component analysis (PCA), which have been widely utilized for image enhancement and improved 

classification accuracy. 

Quality Assessment in Image Fusion 

The assessment of image fusion quality typically considers visual improvements perceived by humans and 

enhancements in automated classification accuracy. This involves evaluating the effectiveness of fusion methods in 

correctly identifying and labelling objects within satellite imagery. 

Levels of Image Fusion 

Image fusion can occur at multiple levels, including pixel, feature, object, and decision levels, depending on the specific 

application requirements. Each level offers unique advantages in integrating information for enhanced interpretation 

and analysis of remote sensing data. 

Change Detection using Remote Sensing 

Change detection techniques play a vital role in analysing temporal differences within remote sensing images. These 

methods are essential for identifying alterations in geographical areas over time, such as deforestation or land-use 

changes. 

Texture Analysis in Image Interpretation 

Texture analysis is a critical aspect of image interpretation, particularly for natural images characterized by repetitive 

patterns. Texture-based approaches offer improved classification performance compared to pixel-based methods, 

leveraging properties related to texture patterns across various scales. 

Motivation and Objectives 

The motivation behind this research stems from the limitations of analysing satellite images solely based on pixel 

intensities, prompting the exploration of multiresolution representations inspired by human visual processing. The 

primary objectives of this study include the extraction of relevant texture features, development of supervised 

classification algorithms, implementation of novel fusion schemes, and identification of change detection in satellite 

imagery. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Figure 1 underneath shows the stream cycle of the strategy embraced for this work. here this work has taken four diverse 

class of pictures and train the framework with highlights of those pictures. Highlights of those preparation pictures are Extended 

Local Binary Patterns (ELBP) and Linear Kernel base Support Vector Machine (LKSVM) and Radial Kernel-based Support Vector 

Machine (RKSVM). This work utilizes at least five preparing pictures for one class. Next is the choice of the test picture the test 

picture can be some other picture; however, it must be unique concerning preparing pictures. At that point highlights of the test 

picture extricated as was separated from preparing pictures. presently think about the ELBP highlights, LKSVM highlights, and 

RKSVM highlights. the characterization choice depends on ELBP and anyone among LKSVM and RKSVM. (a)ELBP Algorithm 

Officially, given a pixel at (𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐), the subsequent LBP can be communicated in decimal structure as: 
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where 𝑖𝑐 and 𝑖𝑃 are separately dim level estimations of the focal pixel and P encompassing pixels in the hover neighborhood with 

a span R, and capacity 𝑠(𝑥) is characterized as 

 
To eliminate turn impact, a pivot invariant LBP is proposed: 

 
where 𝑅𝑂𝑅 (𝑥, 𝐼) plays out a roundabout piece insightful right move on the P-bit number x I times. the 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃, 𝑅 𝑟𝑖 administrator 

measures event insights of individual turn invariant examples comparing to certain miniature highlights in the picture 

 
Fig (5.1): Schematic block overview of the Proposed Satellite Image Classification System. 

ELBP is touchy to clamor since the administrator limits precisely at the estimation of the focal pixel. To address this issue, [6] 

stretched out the first LBP to a form with 3- esteem codes, called Local Ternary Patterns (LTP). In LTP, marker s(x) in (1) is 

supplanted by: 

 
where t is a client determined limit. A coding plan is utilized to part every ternary example into two sections: the positive one and 

the negative one, as delineated in Fig. 2. One issue of LTP is that limit t should be set, which isn't straightforward 

 
Fig. 2 An example of the ELBP operator (b) Support Vector Machine 

 

The SVM calculation is executed by and by utilizing a part. The learning of the hyperplane in straight SVM is finished by changing 

the issue utilizing some direct polynomial math, which is out of the extent of this prologue to SVM. For instance, the inward result 

of the vectors is 2*5 + 3*6 or 28. The condition for making an expectation for another info utilizing the spot item between the 

information (x) and each help vector (xi) is determined as follows: 

 
This work uses a complex radial kernel. 
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The SVM calculation is executed by and by utilizing a part. The learning of the hyperplane in straight SVM is finished by changing 

the issue utilizing some direct polynomial math, which is out of the extent of this prologue to SVM. For instance, the inward result 

of the vectors [2, 3] and [5, 6] is 2*5 + 3*6 or 28. The condition for making an expectation for another info utilizing the spot item 

between the information (x) and each help vector (xi) is determined as follows. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

 

 

 
 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

This project work relates the different techniques and algorithms used in the proposed machine learning framework for satellite 

image classification. Project introduced AI cutting edge applied to picture order. This work presented the Bag of Features worldview 

utilized for input picture encoding and featured the Extended Local Binary Pattern as its strategy for picture highlights extraction. 

Through experimentations, this work sealed that utilizing ELBP nearby component extractor technique for picture vector portrayal 

and RKLBP preparing classifier performs the best expectation of normal precision. In test situations, this zeroed in on satellite 

pictures as this work task is to apply the prepared classifier in an overall framework. As of now, even though a wide scope of 

strategies is accessible for picture preparation, it is very lumbering to show up at a strategy which can be ordinarily applied to a 

wide range of satellite pictures attributable to the distinctive tone and textural varieties. Thus, as of now, the specialists are 

attempting to show up at certain arrangements by consolidating different picture preparing strategies or presenting crossbreed 

models dependent on phantom and spatial lists for the equivalent to improve the result. 
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